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Introduction 

The theory of the economy — the man and the effective use of limited resources to meet the unlimited 

needs of the various parties which arise in the process of doing business relations among cognitive 

science. The term economic in the language of the ancient Greek οἶκος (oikos, «house») (his «habit» 

or «law»), then the «home (farm), and the rules of maintaining the» summary οἰκονομία (oikonomia, 

«management of a household») is derived from the words. The economy consists of many schools of 

theory, science, and directions. Change in centuries to be pursued, including the historical 

development of the science economy economy and covers the history of science deals with his reason. 

The principles of the law of economy, the concept and principles of development and theoretical 

general economic known as the study of science. Economic theory in foreign countries «Economcs», 

«Ekonomika» and «political economy» with the name of, in the cis countries «Economic theory» 

referred to by the name. General terms of the economy and economic theory, each who learns to the 

implementation of the economic system, and economic events and the world economy at the level of 

analysis micro makro will. This science in uzbekistan, «the economic basis of knowledge» as in the 

school, «principles of economics» as colleges and academic lyceums and «economic theory are 

studied in higher education institutions.[1] Economic theory, social science, goods and services 

production, distribution and consumption processes of learning. The subject of economic theory in 

the context of limited economic resources of man on the basis of alternative agriculture is aimed at 

maintaining economic  action  defining them meeting their needs. This is the science of economic 

entities (firms, households, some of who an individual and the state) in a holistic study of economic 

action. The object of his research, economic events, be they production, exchange, distribution and 

consumption occurs in the field. Natural conditions — the climate, the soil, the structure of capital 

under the ground as well as the rich, the drugs, from flora and fauna, the people of the to work, after 

taking these factors the impact of economic activity does not stay. A number of methodological its 
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subject the application of the principles of economic theory case study: the integrity of all economic 

phenomena, that formed the economic system, any one of them have their place in the system, they 

influence each other, which implies that economic realities of the case is not hardened, but does not 

get a look in the development and operation of the update, the occurrence of the other instead of a 

reality, when we look at new content will be transforming old takes into account that in the event; 

man not only to the economic activities of the economy, but also gives attention to the effects of the 

law of nature. Nature people if they contain parts of society, is what is available but can't be out of it 

because the nature of society, the nature of the use of resources weightloss nature of the material basis 

of the economy; changes in the economy will go fast, rather than to changes in the nature of, and 

therefore the laws of development of the economy is constantly changing; if it happens without the 

participation of natural phenomena man o'zo'zidan, Economic events gives away those activities but 

this activity requires an objective conditions of offers. Economic theory bev technology-learn sita, 

does not pass to the effects of its economy, on the contrary, takes into account. It technical-economic 

limits or not provides the theoretical basis for the introduction of technology; the economy is not a 

pure case of socio-political, national democratic learns considering the effects of the factors. The 

economic — social part of life, therefore, the society also is not free from its effects. The study of the 

theory of economic policy, the economy deals with properly selected policy to the economy since its 

effects to positive, while a negative impact is on the contrary of him. Which takes into account the 

economic situation in this situation, the validity of the law, therefore, the presence of economic 

necessity, reveal it measures towards economic development, defining the policy of active effects. In 

this sense, the scientific basis of economic policy can be considered. Various events in the economy, 

economic theory, when they learned the processes of the law-on the scientific aspects of level concepts 

is given. Economic concepts economics used to teach the theoretical knowledge they have real 

scientific economic realities is expressed.[2] They are studied in 2 groups: concepts — concepts 

specific to all stages of economic development, mas, labor, production, products, work, power, 

resources, money. Some socio-economic system-specific concepts, mas, money, demand, offer, price, 

credit, emission, such as inflation, some of the system belongs to. The character of economic processes 

and phenomena in economic theory is the definition of economic law on the basis of the synthesis. 

The most basic kind of economic theory, tax method — this abstraction of is based on the conclusions. 

In the west, «Ekonomiks» the authors noted bryune and l. R. Makkonnell writing, theory — this 

laboratory it is not science. Therefore abstraction plays the main role of theory in scientific method. 

This method of economic events affecting them passing a second-level tax free from the kind of facts 

in a way that theoretical synthesis, is the scientific conclusions. This method to know the nature of 

economic phenomena, specific to action allows you to open them. abstraction is based on the 

definition of the concepts of the law, they are introduced into scientific circulation. The main  

abstraction when they occur on the economy settled, they always separate the facts that stand out are 

the connection between them is determined. By the thought of all of this is made. In the absence of  

abstraction awfully much, conclude that the mold will not be among theoretical facts.[3]  Abstraction 

of — this is to create a theoretical model of the economy. In theory the study of some phenomena to 

summarize them in inductive method is used when the members of the conclusions is passed. 

Conclusion the general conclusion from private deductive when the method is applied to the more 

accurate is a common phenomenon. In economic theory, historical and logical methods. Look at the 

phenomena of the development of the historical method will not get the operation. Various internal 
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events clear logical method of logical relations, is applied in the general conclusions. In economic 

theory, quantitative and qualitative analysis is used in conjunction. When they occur in the quantitative 

analysis of economic — mathematical modeling will also participate. Thus, economic analysis amout 

changes are also measured amout communication links between them, how their year, price change, 

forecasts produces. The economic model is created using this method (see economic model tarakiyot).  

Paradigms in economic theory and the hypothesis is applied. The research method adopted this 

paradigm in the theory of the economy have to rely on the analysis of the problem which will be 

solved without any solution that is a sign. The theory of the economy, basically, performs three 

functions: a) legality to the perception of the economy, economic knowledge, to give the improving 

economic literacy; b) to serve as the basis for other economic sciences, the theoretical basis to be to 

them; c) to give practical recommendations on economic policy, the policy is to be in the development 

of the theoretical base. Has an integral connection with economic theory and other economic subjects. 

First of all, summarize their conclusions is enriched with new achievements. Secondly, armed with 

their conclusions on economic development theories without promote.[4] 17 the theory of science of 

economics laid the basis in europe in the century, this is associated with the development of market 

relations, and the theory of law, his aspiration to know the rules and they brought the economy. In the 

west it appears originally in the east and the economic ideas of feeding it, especially in central asia 

formed. In this place, abu ali ibn sina, abu nasr Farobi, Abu rayhan biruni, Alisher Navoi, Amir Temur, 

Mirzo Ulugbek, it is enough just to remember the game.[5] Economic theory originally called 

«political economy» with the name they came. A. This concept for the first time Monkretyen (France) 

his «traktat about political economy» in the game ( 1615.) I have used. Monkretyen and t. A. Man 

(Uk) marcetalism had negotiated to flow on economic theory. After them appear physiocrats school 

(18th century). The largest figures in his «Economic statements of the book» (1758.) the author F. 

Kene (france). This classic economic theory who occupy the most prominent place in the history of 

political economy is the flow, and its figures A. Smith and D. Ricardo (Uk) (see classical school of 

political economy). This school is the end of the 18th century — the beginning of the 19th century 

and is known in the role of weather flow. From the 2nd half of the 19th century until the dawn of the 

20th century in the theory of the economy of the school marginalism come to the main place. This is 

the main representatives maeng k., F. Vizer, E. By the ever-Baverk (Austria), is U. Jevons. The end 

of the 19th century the economy during the 20th century, and some of the directions in the theory of 

3:First — direction neoclassical his own monetary [A. Marshall (Uk), M. Fridmen (USA)] and 

neoliberal — [L. That you've (Austria), F. Xay (as Uk) and l. Erhard (Germany)]is to be. The latter 

— the direction later on its representatives, major j. M. Keyns (Uk), J. Robinson (Uk), P. A. 

Samuelson and xans in faen (USA)s. Third — institutional social direction of its outstanding 

representatives of t. Veblen, j. Komons, U. At mitchel, J. Gelbreyt (USA). Come to the beginning of 

the 21st century, the economic policy of many countries have priority monetary school because of his 

recommendations found expression in his practical. [6]  

          

Summary: 

As a conclusion one can say that many are asking, are you an economist, and I want to tie my life with 

of the economy, economic theory and why should I know this has nothing to do. The answer to this 

question is very simple. Which is human choose a career, choose a country to which the housing, he 

always, called society, which will become part of a single system. Know how hard it is to survive in 
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the way he should: What is money; what makes up the price rises or falls and why, what salary the 

need for, and others. Every day we tax, profit, banks, credit, rental income and others should deal with 

concepts such as. Without the necessary knowledge in the modren world, a man can’t live. It is simply 

how the system works social “Ezar will”. Today’s day is becoming even more pressing in ever phrase 

- “to have information that the world has”. Economic theory of modern society exactly human and 

arguably adapted to the system to realize self - knowledge which can give will help. 
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